[Stoc.]: DP% = [P(active) -P(inactive)] × 100; where P(active) is the probability that the equations classify a compound as active. Conversely, P(inactive) is the probability that the models classify a compound as inactive. This value (DP%) takes positive values when P(active) > P(inactive) and negative otherwise. Therefore, when DP% is positive (negative) the compound was classified as antibacterial (non-antibacterial). (2) [Stoc.]: DP% = [P(active) -P(inactive)] × 100; where P(active) is the probability that the equations classify a compound as active. Conversely, P(inactive) is the probability that the models classify a compound as inactive. This value (DP%) takes positive values when P(active) > P(inactive) and negative otherwise. Therefore, when DP% is positive (negative) the compound was classified as antibacterial (non-antibacterial). ]: DP% = [P(active) -P(inactive)] × 100; where P(active) is the probability that the equations classify a compound as active. Conversely, P(inactive) is the probability that the models classify a compound as inactive. This value (DP%) takes positive values when P(active) > P(inactive) and negative otherwise. Therefore, when DP% is positive (negative) the compound
